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When you qualify for the first time, you must then qualify at this rank two
more times (for a total of three qualifications in this six-month period).
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INTERNATIONAL DIAMOND
1st
TIME

2nd
TIME

When you qualify for the first time, you must then qualify at this rank one
more time (for a total of two qualifications in this six-month period).

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL DIAMOND
You must qualify as an International Diamond in the same month that you
achieve the required volume level for the first time.
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NEXT LEVEL

150K
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200K

INTERNATIONAL
DIAMOND
+
150,000 - 200,000
ORGANIZATIONAL
VOLUME (OV)
+
THREE LINES WITH
15,000 LP EACH

Distributors with higher than 250,000 OV can work to qualify
for the Platinum Pinnacle/Gold Getaway trip. You can qualify
for this trip every 18 months... indefinitely!

Questions? Email
greatescape@4life.com
and we’ll be happy to assist you.
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INTERNATIONAL
DIAMOND
+
200,000 - 250,000
ORGANIZATIONAL
VOLUME (OV)
+
THREE LEGS WITH
30,000 LP EACH

Great Escape trips are awarded to
distributors who have demonstrated
leadership skills through selling 4Life
products, holding 4Llfe meetings, growing
their sales organizations, advancing
through 4Llfe ranks, and training other
distributors over an extended period
of time. Distributors not meeting these
requirements are not eligible to win a
Great Escape trip.
Distributors must be in good standing with
4Life Policies and Procedures. Great
Escape trips are non·transferable and
cannot be redeemed for cash.
*Less than 1% of 4Llfe distributors qualify
for Incentive trips.

